Whole Transcriptome Analysis (total RNA-seq) or microRNA
Analysis (small RNA-seq)
Aims
This procedure is aimed at exploring by sequencing in a quantitative and unbiased manner the entire coding and
non-coding population of RNA transcripts, or the entire small RNA population, in a given sample. With its high sensitivity,
specificity and larger dynamic range than the microarray technology, this technology is considered the standard method
for doing genome-wide RNA expression profiles studies.
The massive output offered by ION TORRENT technology enables not only the detection and quantification of
known transcripts but also the discovery of novel exons, previously unknown small RNAs, splice junctions and novel
unprocessed transcripts as well as of those typically transcribed at a very low level. This technique, coupled with
bioinformatics analysis, permits also the identification and count of expressed SNPs, the evaluation of allele-specific
gene expression and the discovery of fusion transcripts. The library preparation method (Ligase-Enhanced Genome
Detection) preserves the information about molecules strandeness facilitating the detection of opposing and
overlapping (antisense) transcripts.

Procedure
The purification of total RNA and the subsequent polyA isolation or rRNA depletion are the first step for the
whole transcriptome analysis.
Little amounts of purified RNA are sheared in fragment of 25-500bp, with a mean size of 100 bp, by chemical
hydrolysis. Chemical hydrolysis is carried out thanks to the combined action of cations (Mg++ or Zn++) and heat (90 100°C), producing fragments which need to be phosphorylated using T4 kinase. The length of fragments obtained
depends on the reaction time duration. This kind of fragmentation method produces a uniform distribution of sequence
tags across the transcripts.
The initial step for the construction of a small RNA library is the selection of this small fraction from total RNA
sample. The fragmented RNA (small RNA or fragments derived from long RNAs) is converted into a final double-stranded
cDNA library. At the beginning, RNA fragments are hybridized and ligated to an adapter mixture using the RNA ligase.
The adaptor mix constrains the orientation of the RNA in the ligation reaction such that hybridization with the adaptors
yields template for sequencing from the 5’ end of the sense strand. The adaptors-linked RNA is converted in single
strand cDNA using reverse transcriptase and purified using magnetic beads. The cDNA library is finally amplified using a
variable number of PCR cycles, in order to meet the sample quantity requirements for ION TORRENT sequencing. During
the PCR step it is also possible to introduce at the 3’ end of the molecules, specific short DNA sequences acting as
barcode used to identify different samples. There are 96 barcode sequences available. These libraries are clonally
amplified on beads in the emulsion PCR step and then sequenced on ION TORRENT platform.

RNA sample type and amount
For the whole transcriptome analysis, two different types of RNA preparations can be used as starting material,
poly(A) RNA or rRNA-depleted RNA, as indicated above. For the small RNA analysis, this fraction must be selected from
the total RNA sample. In both cases total RNA samples showing a RIN ≥ 7 (better ≥ 8) are required. The total RNA quality
must be checked by electrophoresis using the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (RNA 6000 Nano or Pico Kit). This is particularly
important in small RNA studies, because the RNA degradation products can compete with small RNA during library
construction, decreasing the number of reads correctly mapped.
Poly(A) RNA is isolated from total RNA by one or two rounds of selection using oligo(dT). rRNA-depleted RNA is
obtained using a species-specific kit for binding rRNA. The small RNA fraction is isolated with size selection from total
RNA through a magnetic bead-based method. After the purification step, the absence of 18S and 28S rRNA or the
presence of small RNA enriched fraction can be checked with the Bioanalyzer, Agilent RNA 6000 Pico Kit.
The standard amount of RNA, from tissues or cells, required for these procedures is listed in the following table
and samples must be completely free of contaminating DNA. The minimal amounts are reported just as an indication of

the lower limits of the technique and as a basis for discussion to meet the requirements of particular experimental
conditions.
Starting material
Total RNA, Poly(A) purification

Amount
(µg)
1-5

Total RNA, rRNA depletion

0.5 - 5

Total RNA, small RNA enrichment

1 – 20
Amount
(ng)

RNA poly(A)

10 - 500

rRNA depleted RNA

10 - 500

Small RNA enriched sample

1 - 100

Bioinformatic Analysis
The whole transcriptome bioinformatic analysis (available in two levels) aims at investigating the entire set of
sample cell or tissue transcripts under both the quantitative (differential analysis of transcripts in two or more different
experimental conditions, development phases, tissues and so on) and qualitative (identification and classification of
isoforms, non-coding RNAs and so on) aspects.
The bioinformatic analysis protocol includes a step of correlation of the transcripts with the reference genome
(mapping); a statistical analysis step (differential analysis); a functional analysis step. This protocol is applied to
organisms with a well-defined reference genome (even when still incomplete), annotated and available from the
international databases and annotation software suites such as NCBI, UCSC Genome Browser, EBI and Ensembl.
The output of this procedure consists in one or more Excel worksheets including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the genome mapping, coverage, mapping statistics and alignment quality values files (both analytical
levels);
the differential expression values for the requested comparisons (level I);
the differential splicing values (isoform analysis) and the differential expression evaluated with a
second approach (level II);
the intersection of LogFC values evaluated with the two different algorithms (level II);
the functional annotation with Cytoscape “Functional Interactions” module of the over- and underexpressed gene lists obtained by the intersection of the two analytical approaches(level II);
the differential expression analysis of the non-coding RNAs (RefSeq and/or EnsEMBL) obtained with a
direct comparison of the files obtained from the selection of the reads from the alignment files against
a specialized ncRNA transcripts database.

The microRNA profiling analysis is used to evaluate in a quantitative and qualitative manner the small RNA deep
sequencing results with the ION technology. The small RNA expression profiling is performed first with an absolute
values quantification and, consequently, with a differential analysis evaluation. The microRNAs are a minority but a
functionally important part of the small RNA population. This procedure constitutes the level I analysis and prosecutes
with the IsomiR identification procedure, the discovery of putative novel microRNAs and their differential analysis (level
II). The conceptual workflow of this analytical procedure is detailed in the scientific paper “Deep-sequencing of
endothelial cells exposed to hypoxia reveals the complexity of known and novel microRNAs” (ref.)
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Ordering information
Item

Catalog N.

QC: Quality control of total RNA preparations

RNA03

Poly(A)+ RNA purification from total RNA

RNA06

Enrichment in Small RNA fraction

RNA07

rRNA depletion of total RNA

RNA10

Barcoded RNA library preparation

LRb

Forward sequencing 200 bp tags with barcode

SEQI200B

Bioinformatic Analysis I: RNA (transcriptome analysis)

RNA-BF01

Bioinformatic Analysis II: RNA (transcriptome advanced analysis)

RNA-BF02

Bioinformatic Analysis III: RNA (custom analysis)

RNA-BF03

Bioinformatic Analysis I: smallRNA

Small-BF01

Bioinformatic Analysis II: smallRNA (advanced)

Small-BF02
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